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PART 4.] McMahon: Himalayan rocks, microscopic structure, alteration of Akbar-i, volcanic, of Huh, Ladak, Central Himalayas, altered by infiltration of water, metamorphosed into mica, in form of acicular microliths, Bardia sandstones, microscopic structure, Basalts of Aden, "(altered)" of the Bhandal area of Bombay, "(altered)" between Churki and Basalt porphyry of the Bhandal area, concretions, Beryl in Satlej valley granite, microscopic structure, Bhond sandstones, microscopic structure, red clays, microscopic structure, Blaineite of eruptive rocks compared in gneissose granite, Blaini limestone, a magnesian limestone ... rests on the Blaini ... the pink coloured conglomerate below Patanak ... Sanj ... passes into a ... series below Chepal ... at Simla ... Bombay, basalts of Boulder of granitoid gneiss in the un ... Boulders of river conglomerate on ... at one ... suggestive of glacial action ... Cambrian series possibly represented in Carboniferous limestone series at D ... pass here were ... east of Boulder, Carbonaceous slates at Dalhousie gneissose granite ... Carbonaceous slates at Dalhousie contact ... Carbon dioxide, liquified inclusions in Caves—see Glass and Stone, liquid, with moving bubbles ... secondarily, secondary liquid cavi...